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WHAT IS
M.Y.O (Make Your Own) is a creative
studio in central London (SE1) that
was set up by Diana and Sam in 2017.
Our mission? To help grown ups
explore their creative side!
We provide the space, materials,
equipment and guidance, so you can
flex those creative muscles.
We have morning, afternoon and
evening slots available and over 14
creative sessions to choose from.
If you fancy a tipple to loosen those
creative juices, it's BYOB, and we
also provide tea and coffee.

?

POPULAR HEN PARTY ACTIVITIES
T-SHIRT AND SASH PRINTING - £38PP

PAINTED CERAMICS - £40PP

TOTE BAG PRINTING - £38PP

ACTIVITIES
PAINTED CERAMICS - £40PP

EMBROIDERY - £35PP

TEES / TOTES - £38PP

CALLIGRAPHY - £45PP

LINO PRINTING FABRIC - £40PP LINO PRINTING POSTERS- £40PP

LIFE DRAWING - £35PP

HANDMADE POTTERY - £45PP

TILE PAINTING - £35PP

CHALKBOARD LETTERING - £35PP

What's the deal?
Pick your 1.5 - 3 hour activity
We'll provide a teacher to
host the event
Decorate the studio with
banners or bunting

Bring your own booze. Tea and
coffee and glasses are provided.
Order in food if you fancy
Maximum capacity in our upstairs studio is 20 and downstairs studio is
10. If you'd rather use a different venue we can come to you!
Pricing depends on party size and activity - get in touch for a quote.

Recent Feedback
"I booked a Hen Party in August to do the BYOB
and Paint Ceramics. All the ladies absolutely loved
the experience, and myself and my best friend
have already been in talks about the next fun
activity to do here soon." Danielle
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PEOPLE WHO PLAY"Had a fantastic time here for a friend’s hen
do. Great facilities and staff were so
welcoming and helpful. Will be back!" Emma

"I would just like to say a massive thank you for all your
hard work on Saturday. Dimple LOVED it and a lot of it was
because of how you guys ran the session. Everybody
enjoyed themselves, and Diana and Charley were fantastic.
THANK YOU!! And we’ll see you again :)." Meera
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All the ladies thoroughly enjoyed their time designing their
own art on ceramics, and it brought out everyone's creative
side, and made others switch off from their day to day
stresses. I can honestly say it was a fun and enjoyable day.
The lady who was in charge of our group was also amazing,
and made everyone feel totally at home and gave us all
alittle bit of inspiration and guidance on things to do.
I will definitely be coming back. I was very inspired!
Daniella
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We can't wait to get creative with you!
E-mail or call us to chat it through
Hello@MYO.Place
077 8066 1787
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